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UNREMEMBERED: THE COLOSSAL CAMP ELLIS
By Jack Cozart - Grade 10, Nic Huston - Grade 10, and Andrew Christian - Grade 10

Introduction -In Fulton county, there used to be a huge military camp called camp Ellis. It
was home to over 100,000 soldiers at one point with one of the largest hospitals in the country. It also
had one of the largest runways in the entirety of Illinois at one point. It was home to all kinds of
people. Racism which was a huge problem at the time was completely overlooked in camp Ellis and
everyone seemed to get along. Camp Ellis needs to be known for its huge impact in almost every
aspect of our lives.

What was the main purpose of Camp Ellis? - In the beginning, Camp Ellis was instituted as
a World War II Army Training Center. The establishment of Camp Ellis took place in 1943. The camp
prepared engineer, quartermaster, medical and signal corps troops with basic through advanced
training. This was the sole purpose of Camp Ellis - to train troops who did not necessarily work on the
front lines of battle. However, this was not the only purpose that the camp served as a multitude of
German prisoners were held at the camp. Roughly 125,000 troops were held at Camp Ellis, both
American and German. This information and more regarding Camp Ellis can be found at US Army
Corps of Engineers and Journal Star.

Did any significant events take place at Camp Ellis, if so what events? -During World War
II Camp Ellis was one of the largest training in the entire nation, training over 125,000 service
personnel, it was bound to have at least a couple historic events take place. First off the size of Camp
Ellis was enormous, Making people consider it a town instead of a camp. It was home to the largest
hospital in the country at the time and also housed more than 5,000 German prisoners of war. Another
large part of Camp Ellis was the land seize, where the government would show up to farmers' doors
and give them a set amount of money and tell them to move out by next week. Also it was where the
Mobile Army Surgical vehicle or MASH was invented. The information for this paragraph was found at

Illinois Country Living.
What happened to the land that camp Ellis inhabited after it closed? When camp Ellis

closed in 1945, thousands of people had to move away. When obtaining the land for the camp most
farmers were forced to sell their land at very low prices. So after camp Ellis had closed they tried to
sell it back to the farmers but they were extremely hesitant. This is because all the farmers were
scared that their land would be taken back. This is with good reason because the military is known for
taking land over and over again. Camp Ellis

CONCLUSION - It is obvious that Camp Ellis had a very considerable significance. The fact
that a military camp harboring roughly 125,000 troops was located here in rural Fulton County is
simply astonishing. Throughout this project, we have attained a multitude of new knowledge including
the purpose of Camp Ellis, what took place in Camp Ellis, and what took place in the land after it
closed. Unfortunately, most of this information is unheard of by locals. This blog is just one more step
we have taken to hopefully spread this local history. Thank you for taking the time to read this blog.

https://www.lrl.usace.army.mil/Missions/Environmental/Camp-Ellis/#:~:text=to%20be%20investigated.-,History,the%20camp%20during%20the%20war.
https://www.lrl.usace.army.mil/Missions/Environmental/Camp-Ellis/#:~:text=to%20be%20investigated.-,History,the%20camp%20during%20the%20war.
https://www.pjstar.com/story/news/2015/10/29/extra-camp-ellis-near-ipava/33176065007/
https://icl.coop/the-lost-city-of-camp-ellis/
https://icl.coop/the-lost-city-of-camp-ellis/
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For more information about Camp Ellis, you can use any of the sources we have listed below.

Sources:
● US Army Corps of Engineers
● Journal Star
● Illinois Country Living
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